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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the 2019 Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Alberta (APEGA)
Value of Professional Services Survey, one of the most sought-after publications by APEGA
members year over year. The annual APEGA salary survey provides aggregated compensation
data and human resource practice information from participating APEGA permit holders. The data is
collected from and submitted by human resource professionals and those who oversee and
administer the compensation of our individual APEGA members. APEGA encourages you to review
and utilize this document, along with any other available information, to ensure fair compensation
within your organization.

Each year this survey collects compensation data between April and June with a data-effective date
of May 1. We appreciate those who participated in the survey, and thank you for your commitment
to ensuring that APEGA members have access to accurate, relevant market data. For 2019 we
partnered with Mercer to solicit participation and administer the salary and benefits survey. Mercer
also compiled the survey results, ensuring confidentiality for all participants. As with any survey, the
more employers who participate and the more employment positions represented, the better the
data.

We know from experience how popular and useful the Value of Professional Services Survey is for
APEGA members, and we appreciate the effort permit holders make each spring to complete the
survey. Without your help, this service would not be possible.

Please feel free to contact APEGA with your comments.

Simon Butterfield
Career Resources Specialist
800-661-7020
salarysurvey@apega.ca
www.apega.ca

mailto:salarysurvey@apega.ca
http://www.apega.ca/
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REGIONAL COMPENSATION TRENDS

The economic environment within Canada has remained relatively stable over the past year. Gross
domestic product (GDP) growth was modest at 0.9%, which was slightly higher than in the previous
two quarters (0.8%). GDP growth in 2020 is projected to be 1.9%.

The consumer pricing index for the 12 months to July 2019 sits at 2.0%, with a projected 2020
increase of 1.9%.

Unemployment appears to be declining, coming in at 5.7% through July, down from 5.8% in January
2019.

Sources: Statistics Canada, International Monetary Fund, World
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E M P L O Y M E N T  T R E N D S
Despite a competitive labour market, merit increases in Canada for 2019 and forecast for 2020
remain flat.

The overall median expected salary adjustment for engineering and geoscience positions within
APEGA organizations is consistent with the Canadian market at 2.6%. The majority of participating
companies are planning to give salary increases in the next 12 months, and are planning to
increase the number of positions in their organization over the next year.

Salary
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Unknown
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Salary Expectations for the
Next 12 Months

Hiring
Freeze
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73.7%

Decrease
2.0%

Position Expectations for the
Next 12 Months
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SURVEY OVERVIEW

C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  G U I D E  O F  R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y  L E V E L S
Responsibilities were divided into eight levels (A- through F+), with aggregated market
compensation data reported based on level. Detailed level descriptions and compensation data are
below.

Level of Responsibility* LEVEL A- LEVEL A LEVEL B
Median Base** $58,406 $70,197 $ 87,360

25th – 75th %ile** $52,800 - $ 62,640 $64,480 - $80,300 $76,336 - $93,900

Duties Receives training in the various
phases of office, plant, field, or
laboratory engineering work as
classroom instruction or on-the-
job assignments. Tasks assigned
include preparation of simple
plans, designs, calculations, costs
and bills of material in accordance
with established codes, standards,
drawings, or other specifications.
May carry out routine technical
surveys or inspections and
prepare reports.

Receives training in the various
phases of office, plant, field, or
laboratory engineering or
geoscience work as classroom
instruction or on-the-job
assignments. Tasks assigned
include preparation of simple
plans, designs, calculations,
costs, and bills of material in
accordance with established
codes, standards, drawings, or
other specifications. May carry out
routine technical surveys or
inspections and prepare reports.

Receives assignment of limited
scope and complexity, usually
minor phases of broader
assignments. Uses a variety of
standard engineering or
geoscience methods and
techniques in solving problems.
Assists in carrying out technical
tasks requiring accuracy in
calculations, completeness of
data, and adherence to prescribed
testing analysis, design, or
computation methods.

Recommendations,
Decisions, and
Commitments

Few technical decisions called for
and these will be of routine nature
with ample precedent or clearly
defined procedures as guidance.

Few technical decisions called for
and these will be of routine nature
with ample precedent or clearly
defined procedures as guidance.

Recommendations limited to
solution of the problem rather than
end results. Decisions made are
normally within established
guidelines.

Supervision Received Works under close supervision.
Work is reviewed for accuracy,
adequacy, and conformance with
prescribed procedures.

Works under close supervision.
Work is reviewed for accuracy,
adequacy, and conformance with
prescribed procedures by licensed
professional.

Duties are assigned with detailed
oral and occasionally written
instructions, as to methods and
procedures to be followed.
Results are usually reviewed in
detail and technical guidance is
usually available.

Leadership Authority
and/or Supervision
Exercised

May assign and check work of
one to five technicians or helpers.
Does not supervise junior
engineers.

May assign and check work of
one to five technicians or helpers.
May oversee co-op/intern/summer
engineering/geoscience student.

May give technical guidance to
one or two junior engineers,
geoscientists, technicians, or
students, who are assigned to
work on a common project.

Guide to Entrance
Qualifications

Bachelor’s degree in engineering
or applied science or its
equivalent with zero to two years
of experience. Will not likely have
their professional licence.

Minimum bachelor's degree in
engineering/geoscience or applied
sciences, or its equivalent, with up
to four years' work experience
after graduation. Eligible for
member-in-training status with
APEGA.

Minimum bachelor's degree in
engineering/geoscience or applied
sciences, or its equivalent,
normally with four to six years'
work experience after graduation.
Should hold professional licence
with APEGA.

*Responsibility level tool available on APEGA website
**Percentiles represent all data for engineering and geoscience combined
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Level of Responsibility* LEVEL C LEVEL D LEVEL E
Median Base** $103,000 $128,100 $162,336
25th – 75th %ile** $95,000 - $111,000 $119,331 - $140,312 $147,500 - $175,922
Duties This is typically regarded as a fully

qualified professional engineering
or geoscience level. Carries out
responsible and varied
engineering or geoscience
assignments, requiring general
familiarity with a broad field of
engineering or geoscience and
knowledge of reciprocal effects of
the work upon other fields.
Problems usually solved by use of
combination of standard
procedures or methods developed
in previous assignments.
Participates in planning to achieve
prescribed objectives.

This is typically regarded as a fully
qualified professional engineering
or geoscience level. Carries out
responsible and varied
engineering or geoscience
complex assignments, requiring
general familiarity with a broad
field of engineering or geoscience
and knowledge of reciprocal
effects of the work upon other
fields. Problems usually solved by
use of combination of standard
procedures or methods developed
in previous assignments.
Participates in planning to achieve
prescribed objectives. Typically
this is the first level of full
specialization.

Typically requires knowledge of
more than one field of engineering
or geoscience or performance by
an engineering or geoscience
specialist in a particular field of
engineering or geoscience.
Participates in short- and long-
range planning; makes
independent decisions on work
methods and procedures within an
overall program. Originality and
ingenuity are required for devising
practical and economical solutions
to problems.

Recommendations,
Decisions, and
Commitments

Makes independent studies,
analyses, interpretations, and
conclusions. Difficult, complex or
unusual matters of decisions are
usually referred to more senior
authority.

Makes independent studies,
analyses, interpretations, and
conclusions and reviews difficult,
complex or unusual matters that
are referred to them by others.

Makes responsible decisions not
usually subject to technical
review, on all matters assigned
except those involving large sums
of money or long range objectives.
Takes courses of action
necessary to expedite the
successful accomplishment of
assigned projects.

Supervision Received Work is not generally supervised
in detail and amount of
supervision varies depending
upon the assignment. Usually
technical guidance is available to
review work programs and advise
on unusual features of
assignment.

Work is assigned in terms of
objectives, relative priorities, and
critical areas that impinge on work
of other units. Work is carried out
within broad guidelines, but
informed guidance is available.

Work is assigned only in terms of
broad objectives to be
accomplished, and is reviewed for
policy, soundness of approach,
and general effectiveness.

Leadership Authority
and/or Supervision
Exercised

May give technical guidance to
several junior engineers,
geoscientists, technicians, or
students, who are assigned to
work on a common project.
Supervision over other
engineers/geoscientists not
usually a regular or continuing
responsibility.

May provide direct and sustained
supervision of other professional
engineers/geoscientists. Assigns
and outlines work; advises on
technical problems; reviews work
for technical accuracy and
adequacy, all to other engineers,
geoscientists, technicians and/or
students. Involvement in selection,
training, rating, and discipline of
staff.

Assigns and outlines work;
advises on technical problems;
reviews work for technical
accuracy and adequacy, all to
other engineers, geoscientists,
technicians, non-professionals,
and/or students. Involvement in
staff selection, training, rating, and
discipline.

Guide to Entrance
Qualifications

Minimum bachelor's degree in
engineering/geoscience or applied
sciences, or its equivalent,
normally with six to ten years'
work experience after graduation.
Should hold professional licence
with APEGA.

Minimum bachelor's degree in
engineering/geoscience or applied
sciences, or its equivalent, with a
minimum of 10 years' work
experience after graduation.
Should hold professional licence
with APEGA.

Minimum bachelor's degree in
engineering/geoscience or applied
sciences, or its equivalent, with a
minimum of 10 to 15 years' work
experience after graduation.
Should hold professional licence
with APEGA.

*Responsibility level tool available on APEGA website
**Percentiles represent all data for engineering and geoscience combined
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Level of Responsibility* LEVEL F LEVEL F+
Median Base** $195,346 $ 230,160
25th – 75th %ile $171,400 - $216,200 $ 202,200 - $273,242
Duties Usually responsible for an

engineering or geoscience
administrative function, directing
several professionals and other
groups engaged in interrelated
engineering or geoscience
responsibilities or as an
engineering or geoscience
consultant, achieving recognition
as an authority in an engineering
or geoscience field of major
importance to the company.
Independently conceives of
programs and problems to be
investigated. Participates in
discussions determining basic
operating policies, devising ways
of reaching program objectives in
the most economical manner, and
of meeting any unusual conditions
affecting work progress.

Within the framework of general
policy, conceives of independent
programs and problems to be
investigated. Plans or approves
projects requiring the expenditure
of a considerable amount of
manpower and financial
investment. Determines basic
operating policies and solves
primary problems or programs to
accomplish objectives in the most
economical manner to meet any
unusual condition.

Recommendations,
Decisions, and
Commitments

Makes responsible decisions on
all matters including the
establishment of policies and
expenditures of large sums of
money and/or implementation of
major programs, subject only to
overall company policy and
financial controls.

Responsible for long range
planning, co-ordination, making
specific and far-reaching
management decisions. Keeps
management associates informed
of all matters of significant
importance.

Supervision Received Receives administrative direction
based on company policies and
objectives. Work is reviewed to
ensure conformity with policy and
co-ordination with other functions.

Operates with broad management
authority, receiving virtually no
technical guidance and control;
limited only by general objectives
and policies of the company.

Leadership Authority
and/or Supervision
Exercised

Assigns and outlines work;
advises on technical problems;
reviews work for technical
accuracy, and adequacy all to
other engineers, geoscientists,
technicians, non-professionals,
and/or students. Involvement in
selection, training, rating,
remuneration, and discipline of
staff.

Gives administrative direction to
subordinate managers and
contact with the work force is
normally through such levels
rather than direct.

Guide to Entrance
Qualifications

Minimum bachelor's degree in
engineering/geoscience or applied
sciences, or its equivalent, with a
minimum of 15 to 20 years' work
experience after graduation.
Should hold professional licence
with APEGA.

Minimum bachelor's degree in
engineering/geoscience or applied
sciences, or its equivalent, with a
minimum of 20 years of significant
and authoritative work experience
after graduation. Should hold
professional licence with APEGA.

*Responsibility level tool available on APEGA website
**Percentiles represent all data for engineering and geoscience combined
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S U R V E Y  P A R T I C I P A N T S

For 2019, the APEGA Value of Professional Services Salary Survey had 201 organizations
participate in the survey, representing 14,441 incumbents. These incumbents were matched to 8 job
levels and 12 job types, and 93% of the incumbents represented engineering positions whereas 7%
were geoscientists. The reported incumbent population was 80% male and 20% female, with
approximately 2,200 incumbents in the database whose gender was not provided.

The median number of full-time employees per organization was 97. Of those APEGA permit
holders reporting data, 83% are considered Canadian companies (the company considers Canada
its headquarters), and 51% had annual revenue greater than $15 million.

201 Organizations 14,441
Incumbents

97
Median number of

FTEs reported

83% Canadian
Companies

51% of
organizations have

revenue of over
$15M

Male
80%

Female
20%

Gender

Eng.
93%

Geo.
7%

Classification
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SURVEY RESULTS

The results of the survey are summarized in the following pages. The overall median for base salary
and total cash compensation for engineering and geoscience incumbents by level are displayed.
Definitions for data elements are at the end of this section.

For each level, annual base salary and total cash compensation progress as the level of
responsibility increases.

Level A- Level A Level B Level C Level D Level E Level F Level F+
Annual Base Salary $56,400 $71,000 $87,996 $103,503 $128,303 $162,346 $194,000 $230,004
Total Cash Compensation $56,400 $72,457 $93,300 $111,328 $145,427 $185,024 $217,722 $283,900
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For geoscientists, total cash compensation aligns closely with base salary from level A- through
level C. Incentives become a greater part of the incumbent’s pay mix starting with level D, and
increases through level F+.

Level A- Level A Level B Level C Level D Level E Level F Level F+
Annual Base Salary $54,002 $62,400 $76,200 $94,550 $130,007 $166,023 $208,325 $233,000
Total Cash Compensation $54,002 $62,400 $77,300 $95,784 $146,309 $198,000 $257,550 $307,450
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I N D U S T R Y
As may be expected, base salaries were highest for Engineering, Procurement and Construction
(EPC), Manufacturing (non-durable), and Resource Exploration (only oil and gas). Total cash
compensation and total direct compensation were highest for Manufacturing (non-durable), and
Resource Exploration (only oil and gas).
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G E N D E R
Gender identification data was collected in the survey. Among engineers, the variance in the
number of incumbents by gender is most noted around levels C and D, with significantly more males
in the roles than females.
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Although the difference in pay between genders may not be mathematically significant for
engineers, for incumbents identified by gender, males aggregately received greater base salary
than females at all levels.

Among geoscience incumbents there are significantly more males reported at Level E than females,
with the gap narrowed at the lowest and highest levels.
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Similar to engineers, although the difference in pay between genders may not be mathematically
significant for geoscientists, males are paid more than females for all levels except Level A (where
data is reported).
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D E F I N I T I O N S
Annual Base Salary - Base pay statistics calculated using individual standard hourly rates reported
for each incumbent across all organizations, that have been annualized to reflect a work week of 40
hours.

Total Cash Compensation - Includes base salary plus the annualized value of any actual short-
term incentive awards, other cash, and remote location allowance. The figures reported reflect the
actual amounts of the last awards received. Incumbents who are not eligible for an incentive and
incentive-eligible incumbents who did not receive a payout are included.

Total Direct Compensation - Total cash compensation plus expected value of long-term incentives
for all incumbents. Incumbents who are not eligible for either a short-term or long-term incentive are
included. Also, short-term-incentive-eligible incumbents who did not receive a payout and long-term-
incentive-eligible incumbents who did not receive an award are included
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